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Last week, in the midst of winter gloom, my wife Deirdre pointed out to me that we should be 

able to see snowdrops coming into flower as a sign that Spring is not far away.  Last year we 

visited Snowdrop valley at Wheddon Cross for the first time and learnt that the snowdrops 

were planted to come into bloom around the feast of Candlemas, which of course was last 

week.  Sadly this year there will be no excursion for obvious reasons.  And yet on Monday by 

surprise we came across almost a bed of snowdrops growing wildly in the woods above Lynton. 

It was a sign that even though the news remains grave, there are little things which can lift the 

mood and bring brightness into our lives.  And as we know living in Exmoor, nature has the 

ability to provide this.  

Now I wanted to resist using the word miraculous to describe the appearance of snowdrops.  

After all any gardener would be able to explain the science behind their growth.  But then I 

came across this quote from C.S Lewis from one of his letters “In the light of the New Creation 

all miracles are like snowdrops – anticipations of the full spring and high summer which is 

slowly coming over the whole wintry field of space and time.’  And in another place he uses the 

phrase a “snowdrop of a miracle”.  At present it is the little things which are helping us through 

lockdown.  And it is the little things which carry for us a numinous quality, reminding us of the 

continued presence of God in our lives.  The marvel of birdsong, a salmon pink dawn, a moment

of stillness or quiet within the business of a day, a feeling of affection and love towards a 

companion or friend, a sense of gratitude for a small gift or helpful action; all can, if we are so 

inclined, be like small miracles drawing us towards our Creator.  

In our reading from the Book of Proverbs, the presence of God in the created order is 

personified through the voice of Wisdom.  Scholars have recognized in this poem elements of 

religious beliefs which were common throughout the ancient Middle East.  The “I” is a living 

being, an intimate companion of the Creator, created before all things, and there, present 

beside the Creator as the act of creation takes place. In other ancient religious Traditions she 

would have been a goddess, and in the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible she is known as 

Sophia.



Who or what is Wisdom?  In the Bible, specifically in the Old Testament, there is what is known 

as Wisdom literature.  The Wisdom books include Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Psalms, Song of Songs 

and Job.  Wisdom literature is different from other books in that they do not have a “historical 

context as such”, but in a way represent the timeless knowledge and thought process of God.  

Wisdom literature does not contain historical narrative, or revelation, nor does it provide 

prophecy or look forward to a Messianic future.  Rather it seeks to encourage the reader to 

think differently about the world; it provides advice and tries to inspire the reader to take on 

the mind of God. 

For the sages who were the authors of this literature, the mind of God might be known through

reflection on experience.  There is an assumption that the universe is guided by a divine order 

which lies behind all things, and that this order not only determines the way things are, but also

should guide moral behavior.  It is their belief that that order is accessible to all people.  

It says later in Proverbs 8 

“Happy are those who keep my ways,

“Happy is the one who listens to me

watching daily at my gates

waiting besides my doors.

For whoever finds me finds life

and obtains favour from the Lord.”

In the Jewish tradition Wisdom later came to be understood as Torah, God’s Law existing for all 

time to order both the universe and human beings in their desire to know and understand what

is holy.  Here lies the roots of Christian study of scripture to both know the mind of God and to 

inspire us to follow the Way of the Lord.

So how might we understand Wisdom in our reading from Proverbs?



She (wisdom is described both like a bride as in the Song of Songs, and as a deeply loved child) 

is the ordering spirit of God which maybe we gain an impression of in moments of awe or 

wonder

the spirit of creation which brought order out of chaos/emptiness

which gave shape to the world as we know it

perhaps in biological understanding the driving force which brought the evolution of living form

as well as the divine order which instills in us a knowledge of what is right (though of course we 

are aware that moral order carries with it cultural bias; so this would need to be unpacked)

She is the creative spirit of God, providing his creation with its purpose, a purpose which we 

often only gain an occasional glimpse of.

One verse, in particular, in our Proverbs reading is of special significance.  Proverbs 8.30  “  then

I was beside him, like a master worker; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always,” 

The Hebrew word, oman, is able to be translated in several ways, including  “a little child” or 

“faithfully/constantly” .  

It is the translation which we heard today, “master worker or artisan” which best supports the 

development in understanding which takes place in our reading from John’s Gospel.  For here 

Wisdom becomes a co-equal with God the Father, a partner in creation.  For Christians, Wisdom

is the equivalent of the Word (Logos), God’s divine will, God’s divine purpose.  And the Christian

understanding expressed in John’s words is that the “Word became flesh and lived among us”   

The message of John’s gospel is that in the person of Jesus Christ, Wisdom is no longer hidden, 

but has been revealed to the world.  In contrast with the Book of Proverbs the Word is not 

created but is in John’s mysterious words  “with God, and is God”,  later understood in the 

Creed as “begotten not created”  Jesus Christ, as we say at the Easter vigil service, the alpha 

and the omega, the beginning and the end, the Word Present at the beginning of time in the 

act of Creation, bringing light and life into the darkness, his is the light which brings true 



understanding, which enlightens everyone.  His is the light which reveals the truth, the divine 

order in all things.  His is the light which reconciles human beings to God.

John’s emphasis is that In Christ Jesus this is one whom we should worship alongside the Father

as the revealer of God’s order and purpose.   In Christian theology there is a distinction 

between low Christology which emphasizes the human nature of Jesus (Jesus as God’s agent) 

and high Christology emphasizing the divine nature of Jesus.  In the early great Christian hymn 

and act of faith from the letter to the Colossians we witness worship of Christ in his highest 

divine nature.  “Christ is the image of the Invisible God” through whom all things have been 

created, the first born of all creation.  It is Christ who provides the purpose of all creation and of

his Church.  In Christ the fullness of God was pleased to dwell and through Christ all of creation 

is reconciled to God”   In Christ Wisdom reaches her fullest expression.


